
AN IDEAL STATE 
 
 
1. PAKISTAN WAS AN IDEAL STATE FOR MUSLIM FREEDOM FIGHTERS 
 
2. PROBLEMS FACED BY PAKISTAN 
 
a. bad politics 
b. govt of tribal lords 
c. illiteracy 
d. poverty 
e. crime 
f. terrorism 
 
 
3. STRATEGY FOR MAKING PAKISTAN AS AN IDEAL STATE 
 
a. spread education 
b. economical growth 
c. good politicians 
d. control crime 
e. arm restriction  
f. good relation with world 
g. freedom  
h. islamic system  
 
 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
 
 
 
PLZ CORECT MY MISTAKES  
__________________ 
Go confidently in the direction of your dreams. Live the life you have imagined 
 

well.in first instance , good effort has been made on your part to draw outlines of an essay 
tht demands a comprehensive insight so you deserve an appreciation .  
However, lets seek an other opinion regarding the outlines here... 
This topic needs (in my opinion) to be elaborated elucidately describing the different 
concepts of an ideal state.( theories of an ideal states may be quoted in intro) then 
subjectively explaining your own point of view regarding an ideal state .... and "Ideal state 
as today it should be". 
Further,  
outlines should follow in order as... 
 
Part -I 
1.what is an ideal state? 
2.Ideal state in contemporary world.nd your subjective approach towards an ideal state 
...one may be comparative analytical in ones approach towards dealing this sort of an 
essay. 
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3.Functions ,duties and responsibilites of different pillars of state(and how they ought to be 
in ideal state) i.e legislature, executive,Judiciary 
4.System of Govt.(Democratic or wht) 
 
Part -ii 
Now turning towards Pakistan . Whethr Pakistan is an ideal state? 
 
Now u can explain weaknesses in form of Govt. and Pillars of state. 
blah..blah...blah..... 
 
Part-iii 
 
 
Here now you can put whtever you can gather in your mind in form of strategy for turning 
Pakistan into an Ideal State. 
 
and your outlines in 3 seems to be somehow relvant and you can manage it sound 
examples. 
 
 
Finally ...The conclusion.... 
 
 
But wait.... 
you must have clear idea tht wht is it you call an ideal State. 
Therefore,in my opinion ..your intro(first two outlines ) do not seem to be relevant to the 
topic.. and amounts to exageration...or going stray from the theme of topic. 
In essay ... one should have a clear idea wht one is going to write and whther one is hitting 
the topic or not... 
 
For, essay ( lets make no bone) is life line of CSS... 
 
Regards... 
 
Naseer Ahmed  
35th common.  
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